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Abstract. Planning green factories implies increased complexity depending on
specific planning requirements and contradictory planning targets; these aspects
challenge present methods and tool for factory planning. To properly face these
challenges with limited time and resources (typical of planning projects) , a factory planning approach that particularly addresses green has to be adaptable to
specific cases and aligned with the green vision of the factory. This paper proposes a modular Green Factory Planning and describes its main components.
The conceptual elements for a framework and a planning process are presented
and differences in methods and tool applications are described in comparison to
established approaches. The method and tools are combined to planning modules, linked with a clear information flow as well as responsibility definition. A
use case for a typical module that specifically considers energy consumption
shows the potential of green as integrated vision for factory planning.
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Motivation

The scarcity of resources and the use-related environmental impact of production
created a new ecological challenge with economic impacts for industrial companies.
Starting with the reactive measures for the end use of products (i.e. recycling) the
awareness for resource consumption moved into more proactive consideration within
product design, production operation and also factory planning. This challenged existing principles and approaches and required new ways of thinking.
The term ‘green’ is often used for exploitation of energy and resource efficient production. Even if there is no widely accepted definition of ‘green’ and ‘green factory’
available, the common understanding is to provide more economical value with minadfa, p. 1, 2011.
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imized effects on the ecological surrounding. Definitions like ‘sustainability’ [1],
‘eco-efficiency’ [2] or ‘green production’ [3] are considered in this paper to create an
individually applicable framework and vision for green factory planning.
Hence ‘green’ as planning target should be identified individually within several borders (e.g. ROI accepted, environmental influences considered) to achieve company
wide acceptance. Existing factory planning approaches that consider the effect on the
environment are mainly focused on energy efficiency as defined in formula (1):
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From the descriptive point of view, green measures and methods are added to standardized establish factory planning approaches, e.g. Mueller et al. [4] uses the standard
process of factory planning by the German society of engineers (VDI) [5]. ‘Green’ is
seen as add-on to a general planning process and is mainly executed by applying a list
of different measures to improve energy efficiency. Interactions of several measures
to improve energy efficiency are not integrated in the planning task but need to be
calculated iteratively. An alignment of all planning activities to this goal is missing.
On top, several other trends like lean production, transformation ability or IT integration changed the approach factory planning is executed [6]. Additional targets increased complexity and required expertise for the factory planner, while the available
time and resources for factory planning projects decreased because of increased speed
of market change. To overcome this, standardized step-by-step factory planning approaches were redesigned to be more case specific and adaptable to changing requirements. By making planning activities modular, planning time can reduced by
parallelized work among different disciplines (e.g. production planner and architect)
and the focus on most important activities for the specific case [7].
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Overview Green Factory Planning

Industrial challenges, i.e. ‘green’ as fully integrated in factory planning and a modular
planning approach, led to the definition of ‘Green Factory Planning’ described here.
This research was developed within the framework of the European research project
‘EMC²-Factory’ (www.emc2-factory). The authors argue that we cannot address challenges of green factory planning by solely adding energy efficiency as additional goal
to existing planning approaches, because synergies from energy perspective are weakly addressed. A green factory for automotive with highly automated processes is different from a train production with mainly manual processes for example, because the
energy consumption of the equipment is more relevant in the automotive case.. Moreover, every factory has its own main distinguishing drivers for energy efficiency (e.g.
dimensioning of machines or TBS optimization). Consequently, each factory should
be planned uniquely, by selecting and addressing its specific energy drivers.
A first attempt for an adaptable planning process considering environmental aspects
has been done [8]. Effects of factory elements are linked with their effects on the
environment, so an overview of interactions among each other is provided. Neverthe-

less, the approach is focused on impact evaluation and has no broad view on other
planning aspects. The execution of other planning tasks is not extensively addressed.
A comprehensive factory planning consists of four components (see Fig. 1) as suggested from the comparison of several planning approaches (see for example [9]):
1. A clear vision and a framework, where underlying targets of factory planning project are defined and the content and decisions for the factory planning are distinguished. The framework links management with planning activities and aligns the
whole process to general fields of action.
2. The planning process, that provides the general order of planning tasks (e.g. detailed definition after rough definition), the decision making flow and project management integration. In most approaches a straightforward step by step process is
used. But to ensure green integration and adaptability to specific cases, a process
based on independent modules with guided interactions among them has been chosen. For the content of planning environmental-conscious, some planning tasks
have to be redefined, integrated and conducted by different planning disciplines.
Timeframe and methods for evaluation and decision making have to be rethought.
3. Definition and description of applicable methods that can be used to fulfill the
planning tasks. Within these components the work is performed, information generated and responsibilities defined.
4. Tools that support the execution of planning methods. Especially in data processing, decision preparation and evaluation of alternatives the use of tools, from
highly sophisticated software up to simple checklists, is recommended.
1

Vision
• What is green?
• What is the Green Factory?
è Value of Green Factory Planning
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Planning Approach
• Logical Decision Making Flow
• Problem Solving Cycle

• Project Management Frame:
• Time
• People involved in the Planning
• Triggers

è Overall process steps to link and coordinate planning
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Method
Modules

• Challenges to include green in the Planning tasks
• What needs to be done different
• Who does it, which information are provided
è Detailing how the work is done differently in terms of green

4
Tools

• Benefit of tools to support decisions, transparency, collaboration
oration
• New use concepts and tool requirements
è Concepts and suggestions how the work is supported
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Fig. 1. Elements of Green Factory Planning

The framework and vision bring general guidance and specific planning targets while
the process defines the order of method modules (timeline) and its information input-

output relations. To ensure case-specificity and adaptability, the work that needs to be
performed during factory planning is encapsulated into planning modules.
To identify the modules that need to be conducted specifically ‘green’, a target planning method based on a factory morphology is developed (1) (see overview in Fig. 2).
The target definition is mandatory to set clear targets and decide on
green/conventional modules. Objective factory features are analyzed with subjective
planning targets to prioritize the most relevant drivers for energy efficiency. Based on
the prioritization, factory-specific green modules can be chosen (2). To allow for an
integrated perspective during the multi-disciplinary factory planning, a methodic
evaluation is continuously provided for every decision that needs to be made (3). The
evaluation is based on a layer visualization concept, that represents energy and production related indicators (e.g. temperature, consumed energy) with a multiperspective view on the layout to make the high variety of interacting aspects visible.
The planning modules are linked to a logical timeline (4) considering the involvement
of different experts (5). A detailed description of prioritization and the work flow is
given in [10].
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Fig. 2. Green Factory Planning Process

While all four elements of the concept are relevant for factory planning and project
organization, the project-specific work is performed during the method modules with
use of supporting tools. Examples of modules are described in the following chapter.
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Conventional and green factory planning modules

Modules are defined based on systems engineering principles, e.g. object-orientation
[7]. They are activity oriented entities that are well-defined and connected over information relations. Every module is dedicated to one or more responsible disciplines.
The planning modules are covering descriptions of tasks to be done and the proceeding how to do, a set of possible tools to support and the people that need to be involved in the module. To make modules independently usable for different disciplines
involved in the Green Factory Planning, interactions between the planning modules
are defined over a clear information flow with input-output restrictions.

To be comprehensive, the factory planning process considers green planning modules
or conventional planning modules. Conventional planning modules cover tasks that
are not as relevant for establishing a green factory in the specific case; hence they are
done with methods and tools that don’t have an additional focus on ‘green’. Green
modules on the other hand can combine or extend several tasks of conventional modules (e.g. layout planning and planning of technical building services), because interactions among these tasks are important for the overall green factory performance.
3.1

Conventional Planning Modules from green perspective

Planning modules are based on a sum of tasks that is necessary to ensure an overall
green factory and integrate supporting tools into the proceeding. The factory planning
tasks vary between different planning approaches, for Green Factory Planning several
conventional modules were identified as considerable, see [11], [12] and [13]. For
example:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Target Definition and Production Scenario Generation
Process Planning, Machine Selection and Capacity Planning
Material Flow Planning, Transport and Production Systems Planning
Information Planning and Worker Planning
Area and Layout Planning
Building Planning and Technical Build Service Planning

For every module, a variety of methods and tools exists for the disciplines dealing
with the tasks to perform them. Traditionally, activities are performed nearly independently apart from the fact that information generated in earlier tasks (e.g. process
and machine planning) is used from other disciplines in later tasks. With that approach, a lot of effort is required to adjust outcomes of different planning modules
and generate an overall factory view. Locally optimized factory items are the result.
The modular green factory planning process instead needs to take the integrated green
perspective on the overall factory into account and perform modules differently when
they are relevant for green performance instead.
Every planning task and module was analyzed regarding green aspects that are not
covered sufficiently in the existing modules. For every activity were aspects identified, that allow an influence on the green performance of the factory part that is
planned. This can be aspects that are already considered in the methods and tools for
the planning module (e.g. takt time), but get another dimension when environmental
impacts are considered. Beyond that, aspects like the interaction between technical
building services, building and production are not appropriately considered during the
planning activity so they need to be included or emphasized. Table 1 gives an overview of some planning modules with additional aspects in terms of ‘green’ and the
aspects, where ‘green’ has to be included as relevant performance driver.
Criteria that are considered in the established planning modules are still relevant, but
might become less important depending on the green planning case. Methods and
tools that support the work within the modules need to ensure, that ‘green’ as well as

conventional aspects are covered, otherwise green factors planning will be just a theoretical concept. To make this possible, established criteria with no influence on
‘green’ (not mentioned in table 1) could be methodically linked to the green aspects.
Table 1. Excerpt of planning modules and additional criteria for ‘green’
Planning Modules

Green aspects, that need to be focused/included additionally

Aspects in traditional planning, where
environmental perspective needs to be
included

Target Definition
and Production
Process Planning
Scenario
Generation

3.2

Product
Requirements
and quantities
Make or Buy
Motivation and
vision
Planning Targets
Risks and
opportunities
Project
organization
Environmental
boundaries
(regulations,
public pressure/
focus)

Production
sequence
planning
Technology
Trends

Machine
Selection and
Capacity
Planning

Material Flow
Building and
Information and Area and Layout
Planning and
Technical
Worker Planning
Planning
Transport
Building Servies
Systems Planning
Planning

Degree of
automization

Takt time

Manufacturing IT
Systems

Investment Cost

transport
(volume; -ability)

Production
control

Cost, quality

Supplier selection

material flow

Usability

product
specificiations

hub/dock
concept
means of
transportation
Production
planning

dimensions
tubes and grids
HVAC

TCO, LCA

Green Targets
and Strategy

(energy)
generation and
consumption

equipment
components and
operationa
parameters

Green
transportation
ideas

Green IT

Concept for
Energy
Management

information flow

materials

Sensors +
Controls;
Metering concept

Energy (Data)
Management

Energy supply
concepts

load curves

dimension/
capacities

drive and speed
of transport

Recycling and
waste
management
Highest impact Environment and
drivers, selection
building
of priorities
requirements
energy mix and
energy cost

building design

infrastructure;
building materials
storage areas
material and
windows; doors
resource supply
Lean production

Energy carriers
and
environmental
impacts (e.g.
emissions)

Energy data
gathering

dimensions

Energy/ Building/
Green Awareness
TBS interactions

EHS (Fire
centralised /
protection) /
decentralised
Environmental (dependant/indep
Imact zones
endant from
(AOE storage)
machines)
interactions of
supply and
TBS, Building,
disposal areas
transport and
and infrastructure
Production line
on-site
generation, reuse of energy,
zoning
integration of
renewables
area usage
efficiency

(roof) shape,
orientation
Green building
guidelines
Insulation, heat
emissions

Green Planning Modules

From this analysis, green modules can be generated in three ways: First, they can be
additional tasks that are not covered at the moment. These tasks become important,
because factory elements might have major importance for the green factory, but they
are not explicitly planned during factory planning in established approaches. An example would be a module for Energy Supply Planning that deals with the challenges
of integrating renewable energies, security of energy supplies and on-site generation.
Second, some tasks have to be combined to ensure the interactions among factory
entities for the purpose of green modules. Green modules are described based on the
comparison of traditional method and tools with additional interactions and influences
in terms of ‘green’. These additional aspects of factory planning tasks result in new

modules and requirements for supporting tools, because energy-related information
has to be included, processed and evaluated in an integrated way. The difference between established modules (see [12] and [13]) and these green planning modules is
the degree of information to be processed and the consideration of additional aspects.
Layout Planning in terms of ‘green’ has to be done not just in consideration of machine area use, storage requirements and transport ways but also considering zones
(e.g. temperature, compressed air supply, lighting) with its interactions to building
and technical building services. In the layout, machine dimensions are carefully considered, causing district heating or ventilation during operations. So the dimensioning
and capacities of machine influence energy efficiency of the overall factory over its
interactions with the layout. Therefore, more experts from different areas have to
participate in terms of ‘green’ and green layout planning has to be interactive, communicative and visually representative considering additional influences. Planning
methods like IntuPlan [14] or planning tables are not prepared for these requirements.
The third possibility for green modules is the integration of green aspects within the
methods and tools of established modules. If the tasks and activities have no major
connection to the performance of other modules (considering the total factory) it is
sufficient to slightly adjust the planning module to ensure the relevance of green aspects. Taken the target definition as example, requirements have to be analyzed and
the planning targets need to be defined as established, adding the environmental aspects to the methods and tools. As already described above, clear goals for the green
factory have to be defined and linked to the features of the factory to identify the
green planning modules. Nevertheless the conventional methods and outcomes are
still relevant, so target planning changes to green target planning by extending the
existing modules with the green aspects.
To make full use of the green modules in Green Factory Planning the input-output
relations, the information environment and the method need to be clearly defined and
described in a standardized profile. Especially the data processing and information
generation has to coordinated, so that new conflicts that might appear (e.g. between
lean – fast transport systems – and ‘green’ – energy efficient transport) can be solved
with the overall factory competitiveness in mind.
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Conclusion and Outlook

The paper described an approach for Green Factory Planning that is adaptable to specific cases and includes research results on green methods and tools. The approach is
modular to pick the green planning modules that contribute the most to the green
factory vision based on a mandatory target definition method. The additional aspects
of green panning modules have been analyzed, described and the three possibilities to
generate green planning modules presented.
Further research is required to ensure that all additional criteria are considered in the
green modules. Some tools and methods have to be developed or detailed, to establish
a common planning language among different disciplines involved in the planning. In
addition, the flexible combination of green modules and conventional modules to a

comprehensive planning process that integrates the green factory vision and the
framework has to be detailed and reviewed within industry cases.
Further methods from academia could be included to address some challenges that
occur due to the additional green aspects. For this, collaboration among the EMC²Factory consortium and the research communities is pursued. Green planning modules can be changed or adopted easily, because they are well-defined and encapsulated from each other, but linked over input-output information.
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